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The Overlooked
Security Exposure:

Inappropriate File Use–And
How to Address It

By  J e r r y  Pe r i o l a t

IF you have just one opening in your network security, you and your
network operations are vulnerable. One overlooked opening is the

unmanaged use of files and applications. For example, popular appli-
cations like peer-to-peer (P2P) and instant messaging (IM) often
proliferate unchecked, as employees install them on networks. These
applications are frequently the vehicles of choice for spyware, malicious
code, and worms. P2P applications also provide a mechanism for steal-
ing personal identity information and corporate customer data.

When an exposure from file-use occurs, the malicious software
introduced often corrupts a PC’s configuration. An IT staff member
must manually visit the affected desktop to debug and restore the PC
to working order, taking critical time away from other projects. This
hands-on restoration quickly becomes unmanageable on almost any
size network. However, outlawing use of P2P and IM may not make
business sense because they can provide great value. These applica-
tions are borderline programs that sit on the border between benefit and
risk; for example, P2P services and instant messaging applications can
have great value, but create great security risks. Use-filtering technol-
ogy automatically enforces appropriate use of files and applications to
help manage risk and eliminate manual resolution of desktop issues
related to file use.

WHERE THERE’S P2P, THERE’S SPYWARE

Use of P2P services is soaring. KaZaA, arguably the most popular
and successful P2P file-sharing service, has been on CNET’s top-10
download list for more than 106 weeks, with over 348 million down-
loads since it appeared on the list. With this kind of penetration, it is no
wonder that P2P file-sharing software has been found on 3 out of 4
corporate networks, and is guaranteed to be present on any network
with over 500 PCs.1

Where there’s P2P, there’s spyware. Recent research from the risk
mitigation company, TruSecure, says 45 percent of KaZaA P2P files
contain spyware. Often, the user installs spyware without knowing it

because the small-print End User License Agreement (EULA) for the
P2P software, which most people do not bother to read, frequently
includes permission to install spyware. When the EULA is accepted,
the spyware legally gains network access, then works in the back-
ground to record surfing habits and collect information.

In addition to carrying spyware, P2P and Instant Messaging (IM)
applications can spread viruses and worms. John Thompson,
Chairman and CEO of Symantec, recently told PC Magazine, “Our
Internet threat report for the first half of 2004 says that attacks
increased by 19 percent. We’re starting to see an increasing use of
P2P and instant-messaging-type protocols as the basis by which
these attacks propagate themselves. The complexity is growing to
the point where we see more blended threats than the old-fashioned
virus types.”

P2P IS ALSO A PEEPING TOM:
EXPOSES CONFIDENTIAL DATA AND
ENABLES INFORMATION THEFT

A study by Nathan Good, an HP Labs computer scientist, found KaZaA
users often don’t configure the software safely—exposing e-mail and
financial records, even entire PCs to unintended audiences. Furthermore,
when Windows Network Neighborhood is on and a P2P application has
opened a hole in the network, any network directory visible from that PC
is visible to someone outside the firewall. The exposure occurs because the
user unwittingly reveals the company’s IP address during configuration
and installation of the P2P-sharing application, unless a user is very knowl-
edgeable and careful when setting program parameters.

INSTANT MESSAGING APPLICATIONS:
THE NEXT SOURCE OF MALICIOUS CODE

The ePolicy Institute in Columbus, Ohio, estimates that 25 million
people in the United States are using instant messaging without the
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knowledge of their employers. They are most likely downloading free
or public IM applications on to their computer, which is “like punching
a hole in the corporate firewall.”2 In fact, attacks on IM systems have
increased by 400% within a year, according to a recent Internet Threat
Report from security specialist, Symantec.

The security vulnerabilities of public, free IM applications come
from a variety of factors that can easily lead to confidentiality breach-
es, violation of privacy laws, and infection from malicious code:

� Public IM applications operate on public networks, which do not
use firewalls.

� The information exchanged on IM applications is stored on
unsecured systems.

� IM data is not encrypted.
� Files sent through these IM programs are not scanned for viruses.
� Communication over these IM applications cannot be logged,

which violates legal requirements for privacy and recording of
financial transactions3

THE PRICE OF FILE MISUSE

Industry data from Computer Economics in January 2004 shows
that the financial damage caused by malicious code in 1998 was an
estimated $6 billion which increased to $17 billion in 2000 and has
undoubtedly risen since. Enterprises must minimize holes in their
network in order to prevent the escalation of this financial damage
to business.

Adding the costs of IM application use, P2P file sharing, games use
and spyware vulnerabilities together, corporations as a whole face a bil-
lion-dollar problem. Concerning game abuse alone, SBT Corporation,
a Sausalito, California accounting firm, conducted a survey of 6,000
U.S. office workers in the year 2000.They concluded that U.S. workers
spend half a billion hours per year playing games, at a cost of $10 bil-
lion in lost productivity. With millions of employees moving files
across IM and P2P networks, and creating identity theft risks through
the spyware associated with those programs, the costs are difficult to
fathom, but impossible to dispute.

CLOSING SECURITY GAPS RELATED TO
FILE USE

Enterprises that do not consider P2P and IM application use on par
with securing web activity and email-associated threats may be in for a
big, costly surprise. Spyware and other malicious code associated with
these applications circumvent Web-filtering and firewall protection. To
help secure IM and P2P, experts recommend implementing access con-
trol for the applications, which should include a policy definition of
approved conditions for application usage. Define the end users, where
the applications are used (desktop or elsewhere), how long they are used
(quota), and the appropriate response to unapproved use (resolution
steps).4 In fact, Enterprise Management Associates recommends use
filtering because it automatically enforces policy-compliant use of files
and applications. This enhances security and helps reduce the manual
steps for restoring the desktop to its original state.

Wise organizations will view file-use filtering as an affordable, crit-
ical extension to their desktop security agent. A large manufacturing
company recently found that the average time it took an IT staff mem-
ber to physically scan one workstation would cost at least $700. After

multiplying $700 by a huge number of desktops, the company quickly
determined that just two manual searches would cost more than the
license for an automated use-filtering system.

IMPLEMENTATION EXAMPLES:
A SPECTRUM OF APPROPRIATE USE POLICIES
THAT ENHANCE SECURITY

Addressing appropriate use of applications means addressing a
spectrum of risk—from low and moderate-risk programs, whose use
may or may not create a security issue, to high-risk programs whose
use is very likely to lead to a security concern. The FIGURE 1 pro-
vides examples of use policies defined according to the use-risk of
an application.

HOW USE FILTERING SOFTWARE WORKS

Use filtering software watches designated workstations and servers
for the use of specified applications and files, and responds automatically
according to policy when it detects a use violation. It uses use-cycle mon-
itoring to spot the files and programs throughout the use process: when
they are introduced to the system through downloading or copying;
when launched; and when stored. For example, use-filtering software
can detect and prevent an unapproved P2P or instant messaging appli-
cation from installing on a network; running on the network; and being
stored on the network.

The operation of use filtering software is rules-based, with admin-
istrator-defined rule instructions that tell the software what to look
for, where to search, how to search, and the action to take when it
finds target files. Essentially, the rules implement an organization’s
use policy. A detection engine performs the searching and databases
are used to establish file identity.

Signature-Driven Detection and Privacy Protection
Use-filtering systems use signature-driven detection to identify

files, whether they have been disguised through renaming, compres-
sion, or encryption. To preserve privacy, the system only reports on
file activity when a violation occurs. In addition, it does not need to
read the entire contents of a file to identify it. The software looks
only at a miniscule amount of data – normally less than 25 bytes of
non-continuous data, depending on file type – to recognize an appli-
cation. The identification data is not stored or sent to a central server
for processing.

Enterprise-level Implementation and Management
Advanced file-use filtering systems have a multi-tier, server-agent

architecture that places the processing where it is performed most effi-
ciently. The software’s server component performs centralized functions
like administration and reporting while the desktop agent handles
decentralized tasks like workstation scanning, using the workstation’s
own resources to monitor the desktop. The agent runs as a background
process when the workstation is connected to the network. The agent
only communicates with the server briefly when it detects an unautho-
rized file to confirm identification. The agent then carries out any
response action. This architecture not only enhances performance; it
simplifies installation and maintenance.

For enterprise-level management, an advanced use filtering system
provides:
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� Centralized deployment and administration with Keep Alive support
to enable “click once, deploy forever”

� Automated resolution of policy violations
� Stealth mode operation for invisibility to end users
� Dynamic policy updates
� Live database updates
� Custom database creation to filter the use of administrator-defined

files, for example, to prevent the installation, use and storage of
outdated or unlicensed software

USE-FILTERING AND OTHER NETWORK
SECURITY TOOLS

Use-filtering technology directly complements and extends the
protection of security and network management tools by controlling
file and application use as a source of problems in these areas. It
prevents the network entry of files and applications likely to carry
malicious code through introduction detection that keeps targeted
programs from being written to a network. Introduction detection
catches files regardless of how they enter the network, whether they
enter through downloading, copying from any source, or opening
via email. Use filtering can also stop the launch of files and appli-
cations that are likely to carry malicious code. For example, if it
were announced that an instant messaging program is infected with
a worm, this launch prevention would end the application as soon as
it starts to run to help reduce vulnerability until a patch is available.
Launch detection catches the start of programs already on the net-
work, stored off line, or opened from email. The scanning function
of a use filtering system detects and removes stored files likely to
carry malicious code – even if they are disguised through renaming,
compression, or encryption. Use filtering easily operates along side
web filtering, IDS, and firewall solutions.

USE-FILTERING AND PRODUCTIVITY, LEGAL
LIABILITY, AND PRODUCT QUALITY

In addition to the security benefits of use filtering, the technology
helps organizations improve employee productivity and reduce
legal liability and issue avoidance regarding product quality. For
example, many organizations that disallow all use of P2P applica-
tions through use filtering avoid potential lawsuits from the
Recording Industry of America (RIAA) associated with sharing
illegal music files. Furthermore, some manufacturing plants that
disallow game playing on workstations decrease the downtime and
quality issues (caused by the game software interfering with the
manufacturing application)—and keep employees appropriately
focused on the job.

Also important is leadership. Be sure that your appropriate use
policy is well defined. Engage the entire management staff in the
process of outlining the policy and clearly communicating it to the
enterprise employees.

CONCLUSION

Managing the use of applications according to policy is possible, and
can be automated at a low cost, for no additional strain on the techni-
cal support staff.  

Jerry Periolat is President of Apreo, Inc. Founded in 1994, Apreo is an expert,
veteran provider of tools that enforce appropriate use of files and applications
to support security, systems management, productivity, and compliance policies.
To reach Mr. Periolat, please email jerryp@apreo.com or call 1.949.376.6678
1 http://www.informationweek.com/story/showArticle.jhtml?articleID=12800731
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Application Benefit/Risk from
Application Use

Possible Use
Policy and
Enforcement
Approach

Example Rule to Implement Policy
Rules are defined with components that

indicate the application and users to

which the rule applies; conditions for

application use; detection methods for

discovering use; and response actions.

Malicious
spyware on any
network

No benefit and high Risk
Spyware

No Use  policy
enforced through
Denial of Entry
approach that
prevents entry
and installation of
malicious
spyware
programs

•  Application: Malicious spyware
•  Users: None approved
•  Detection methods: All —

1. Introduction detection to
prevent application installation
(WriteWatch)

2. Launch detection to prevent
program execution (.exeWatch)

3. Scanning to remove stored
program files (FileWatch)

•  Automatic response: Incident
logging

Any instant
messaging
application or
P2P application
on a government
network

Risk outweighs any
benefit because of strict
security requirements

No Use  policy
enforced through
Denial of Entry
approach that
prevents entry
and installation of
malicious
spyware
programs and
Trojan Horses

•  Application: Any instant messaging
application

•  Users: None approved
•  Detection methods: All —

1. Introduction detection to
prevent application installation
(WriteWatch)

2. Launch detection to prevent
program execution (.exeWatch)

3. Scanning to remove stored
program files (FileWatch)

•  Automatic violation response:
Notification and email to users of
unauthorized application use;
incident logging

Secure instant
messaging
application on a
corporate
network

Benefits communications
for geographically
dispersed project-team,
but poses significant
security risk

Managed Use
policy enforced
through
combination or
Trusted Vendor
approach and
Approved Users
approach

•  Application: Approved, secure IM
application, e.g., Yahoo Messenger
Enterprise Edition

•  Users: Project team members
approved

•  Detection methods: All —
1. Introduction to prevent

installation of unapproved IM
programs and to prevent
installation of approved
messenger on unauthorized
user desktops (WriteWatch)

2. Launch detection to prevent
program unapproved and
unauthorized  program

(.exeWatch)
3. Scanning to remove

unapproved and unauthorized
P2P programs from the network
(FileWatch)

•  Automatic violation response:
Program termination and removal;
notification and email to users;
incident logging

P2P use on a
corporate
network

Benefits development,
marketing, and sales
activity by providing
access to valuable
secondary research, but
poses serious security
risk

Managed Use
policy enforced
through a
combination of
Trusted
Application
approach and
Approved Users
approach

•  Application: Approved P2P service
secured with SSL (Secure Sockets
Layer)

5
 and proper sharing

parameters
•  Users: Product management,

development, and sales
•  Detection methods: All —

1. Introduction detection to
prevent installation of
unapproved P2P applications
and to prevent installation of
approved P2P client on
unauthorized user desktops
(WriteWatch)

2. Launch detection to prevent
unapproved and unauthorized
program use (.exeWatch)

3. Scanning to remove
unapproved and unauthorized
P2P programs from the network
(FileWatch)

•  Automatic violation response:
Program termination and removal;
notification and email to users;
incident logging

Games files on
middle school
network

Benefits children by
providing a way to blow
off steam during the lunch
period, but could create a
risk to storage space and
security

Managed Use
policy enforced
through a
combination of
Time of Day
approach and
Approved
Desktops

•  Application: Game files
•  Users: All students approved for

game use on 5 desktops in
computer lab during lunch period

•  Detection methods: All —
1. Introduction detection to

prevent installation of
inappropriate game files with
mature content on any
computer, and installation of
approved games on
unauthorized computers

FIGURE 1: APPROPRIATE USE POLICIES ENHANCING SECURITY

Figure 1 continued on page 26.



2 http://cnscenter.future.co.kr/resource/hot-topic/p2p/1239.pdf
3 http://cnscenter.future.co.kr/resource/hot-topic/p2p/1239.pdf
4 “IM and P2P Security,“ http://www.pcmag.com/article2/0,1759,1493509,00.asp, http://cnscen-

ter.future.co.kr/resource/hot-topic/p2p/1239.pdf
5 http://www-106.ibm.com/developerworks/java/library/j-p2pssl/
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(WriteWatch)
2. Launch detection to limit use of

approved games on approved
computers to the lunch period;
prevent use of unapproved
games; and stop game use on
unauthorized computers
(.exeWatch)

3. Scanning to remove all game
files from unauthorized
computers, and inappropriate
games from approved
workstations (FileWatch)

•  Automatic violation response:
Program termination and removal;
notification and email to users;
incident logging

Unsecured
version of
software
program that has
not cleared an
internal security
check yet

Business benefit from
using the software is
outweighed by potential
security risks.

No Use policy
enforced through
Denial of Entry

approach.  Use
filtering
complements
software
distribution tools
by providing a
way to prevent
use until the
application clears
security and is
officially
deployed.

•  Application: Unsecured version of
software

•  Users: None approved
•  Detection: All —

1. Introduction detection to
prevent installation of the
software on any desktop
(WriteWatch)

2. Launch detection to prevent
program execution on any
desktop 

3. Scanning to remove the
software files from any desktop
until the application receives
security clearance (FileWatch)

•  Automatic response: Notification
and email to users, and incident
logging

(.exeWatch)

Application Benefit/Risk from
Application Use

Possible Use
Policy and
Enforcement
Approach

Example Rule to Implement Policy
Rules are defined with components that

indicate the application and users to

which the rule applies; conditions for

application use; detection methods for

discovering use; and response actions.

FIGURE 1: CONTINUED


